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CLARIFICATION NOTE 4 
WFID: 257238 

 
NOTA BENE: Applicants are reminded that questions concerning this Call for Proposals shall be 

addressed to the GSA’s functional mailbox gnss-grants@gsa.europa.eu and the subject of the email 

shall read “GSA/GRANT/07/2019 Development of a drone-borne double frequency Galileo receiver”. 

Processing of emails which do not bear this subject line may be delayed.  

 
Question no.1: Are LC number, EU organisation number and PIC number applicable to this call? 

Answer: Please note that this is not an horizon 2020 call and therefore these numbers do not apply. 

Question no.2: Can we still submit an NDU ? 

Answer: The deadline for submitting a request to access EU proprietary information expired on 4 

March 2020, as per section 3.1 of the call for proposals. It follows that the GSA does not accept NDUs 

since the expiry of this deadline. 

Question no.3: Where can I find the LEF template? or can I use a document from national Authorities? 

Answer: The template can be found following this link :https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/legal-

entities_en. Only the LEF template in this link can be accepted. 

Question no.4: Is it possible to submit the documents with digital signature? We are a consortium 

with partners in countries affected by COVID19 and for us would be more reasonable due to the 

restrictions in these countries to compile all the documentation in digital  (with digital 

signatures/certificates). We will send all the documentation printed if it is necessary but to facilitate 

the signatures, could be possible to compile the documentation with digital signature? 

Answer:  The documentation must be sent in compliance with the requirements included in section 

17 of the call for proposals. When a signature is required for original documents, they must be signed 

by hand. 

Please note that the deadline for submitting proposals has been extended to 30 April 2020. 

Question no.5: As a coordinators of another project submitted to the GSA calls, we have provided the 

LEF and the FIF previously. Could we add this documentation due to the fact that this informations 

has not changed? 

Answer: If the information provided in the previous forms is in all points the same today, we can 

accept them and you should make clear in the proposal that the informations in such document have 

not changed. We will however need the supporting documentation requested in section 7.3 of the 

calls for proposals to be more recent (e.g. copy of company registration certificate). 
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